Experiencing Is Better Than Being Told

Come Experience East Africa with Manya Africa
Experience great wildlife encounters with your own eyes

Martin and Kerstin, Germany

We witnessed ourselves on our tour through Uganda how great the preparations and the handling of the tour were conducted.

Even our driver Carlos was very professional, accommodating and open for extra wishes.

The length of the tour was perfect so that we could inhale the beauty of Uganda.

Also the extension to Tanzania was planned perfectly.

Tim Epperlein, Germany

After traveling a few times in East Africa, we were a little worried in advance - whether the accommodations are as nice as it sounded in the brochures, if the driver is as friendly, informative and entertaining as you wish, if everything with the tickets would work out ... but all our worries were unjustified, everything was perfect and in the end we did not want to leave. Not from Robert, not from the national parks, not from Uganda. So many thanks for your efforts and the great organization.

We’ll be back for sure and hopefully you’ll build us such a great tour again.

www.manyafricanatours.com
Manya Africa Tours Ltd. (MAT) is a privately owned and fully registered tour company providing exclusive packages, tailor-made arrangements and privately guided tours in Africa, especially East Africa.

Why should you travel with us?
Manya Africa means Know Africa

1. We know Africa for many years and can therefore give you an authentic picture.
2. We want you to deeply get to know and experience Africa in all her diversity.
3. We want future generations to know about Africa and therefore create sustainable experiences.

All our tours are managed by our own friendly and well-trained staff or by our carefully selected certified partners to ensure unique and highly personalized travel experiences supported by an exceptional level of customer service.

---

We create unique experiences of a lifetime combined with authenticity and expert knowledge. We offer complete flexibility in the design of your East Africa tour. With you together, we design a trip that will suit your time, taste and specifications.

We are experts in so called “experiential tourism” and community-based tourism. We have visited many different projects which truly have a positive impact on the Wildlife and the surrounding communities while not leaving your comfort out of sight. With your tour, a part will be given back of what was taken and future generations will benefit.

---

Have you ever woken up with the sounds of thousands of the birds and the golden sunrise in a tented camp in the Serengeti? Have you ever looked into the eyes of a Gorilla and felt like you found yourself in him?

Have you ever felt the heart beat rising while watching a traditional African dance or even take part in it?
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We make your personal
Dream of Africa come true!!!

With over 10 years of experience in whole East Africa, we are the number one spot for all your safari needs. We combine the Best of Two worlds, the traditional warm African welcome with international standards which stand for:

- Prompt and reliable communication even in German and English language
- Unique and tailor-made itineraries which fit to your needs and budget
- Travelling in small groups (usually 4 to 12 persons)
- Individual tours starting from 1 person
- International recognized insurances for your safety
- Comfortable safari cars with open roof to enjoy the true safari feeling
- Secure payment and flexible refund policy
- Highly trained guides in your language
- Use of private, authentic and international awarded eco-tourism accommodation

www.manyafricanatours.com
Please also ask for our

Family and child friendly tours, Special tours for women, Culinary tours, Photographic and filming tours, Special resident rates, Honeymoon arrangements.

Manya Africa Tours is a member of

www.manyaafricatours.com
Uganda – The Pearl of Africa

Why visit Uganda?

- Mountain Gorilla Trekking
- Chimpanzee Trekking
- Safari game drives
- Cultural tours and Community tourism
- 1000+ bird species, 330 mammal species
- White water rafting and the Source of the Nile
- Rwenzori and Mt Elgon Mountain Hikes
- Boat rides on River Nile or Kazinga Channel
- White Sand Beaches of Ssese Islands
- Ziwa Rhino Sanctuary
- Kampala City Nightlife
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The many national parks and game reserves testify to the natural beauty of Uganda. In the national parks of the country you can experience the real, yet untouched wilderness. There you will find an extraordinary biodiversity, where Mountain Gorillas and Chimpanzees live beside Sitatunga Antelope and Forest Elephant.

In other Parks or reserves you even find the rare Tree Climbing Lions and White Rhinoceros. Uganda is home of over 1,000 species of birds and attracts many professional bird watchers every year. The glaciers of the Ruwenzori Mountains and their formation at Lake Mutanda in southwestern Uganda are also impressive and a paradise for Mountain climbers.

Visitors return to Uganda’s welcoming people and the temperate climate. The 52 tribes and their different languages, culture and dances, all living peacefully next to each other, set the country apart.

You can get in touch with the native people and the real rural life in one of the many social and community projects. Or follow the historical tracks of the great Explorers like Speke, Stanley or Livingstone and visit the Source of the Nile. Not to forget the many adventure sports opportunities like the 5 grade white water Rafting, Bungee Jumping, squad biking or horse riding along the River Nile. Let Uganda inspire you!

Uganda is a convenient base for exploring other East African countries. Manya Africa Tours specialises in Uganda. Please feel free to ask us!
Rwanda

Why visit Rwanda?

• Mountain gorilla trekking
• Golden Monkey trekking
• 670 bird species, 400 butterfly species
• Virunga volcano hikes
• Small, accessible country
• Safari game drives
• Gisozi Genocide Memorial Centre
• Beaches of Lake Kivu
• Cultural dances and many historical places
Rwanda – the “Land of a Thousand Hills” with its sheer unlimited biodiversity and unique landscapes is one of only three countries in the world where the critically endangered Mountain Gorillas live. Experts estimate that there are only 1,000 mountain gorillas still in existence – and one third of these are in Rwanda, in the staggering beautiful Virunga volcanic chain, an area which is famous for the American Gorilla Researcher Dian Fossey.

Rwanda’s dynamic landscape is one of its main attractions. Watch the mist rise over the hills and cascade into the beautiful Lake Kivu.

The small country is a burgeoning adventure hub with some of Africa’s most unique, challenging, and rewarding hiking and biking trails. Breathtaking panoramas are at nearly every turn. Scale volcanoes and glide past serene rivers. Create an experience that you’ll never forget.

Let the peace and calm of Rwanda surround you. Whether for a weekend or longer, let the fresh air and easy pace of Rwanda relax and renew you.

You’ll be greeted by the warmth of the Rwandan people as soon you arrive. Learn about many traditions and help the Rwandese remember their past. Join us in celebrating the rich diversity of Rwanda today and the bright future ahead.

Why not combine a trip to Rwanda with a visit to neighboring Uganda, Tanzania or Kenya?
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**Kenya**

**Why visit Kenya?**

- Diverse Landscapes
- Classic African Safaris
- Masai Mara Great Migration
- 400 mammal species
- 65 Protected areas for wildlife
- Dreamlike beaches with Swahili influence
- Masai and tribal culture
- Mountain hikes

Since centuries is Kenya known as the safari capital of the world. This country is synonymous for the safari encounter. Since decades travelers from all over the world have visited the country to witness the famous Great Migration and search for the Big Five. Kenya offers the perfect mix of first class tourism infrastructure and Africa’s exotic charm.

As many parks are only a short distance from Nairobi International Airport Kenya is a perfect destination for day safaris or a longer multi park tour. Masai Mara National Park is the most popular of all Parks. But Kenya offers a startling array of different landscapes and climates to explore.

Next to seeing some of Africa’s most iconic animals in their natural habitat, Kenya invites her visitors to go on culinary and cultural safaris. The more adventurous and active may even wish to climb Mount Kenya, Africa’s second highest mountain.
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The Coast of Kenya or Indian Ocean Coast line is a splendid ribbon of silver and sapphire, bright coral and white beaches. The unique Swahili culture, a fusion of the many influences of early times in the Coast has created a pace of life, myth, heritage and magic not found anywhere else in the world. The highlights of the coast include the historic Mombasa built around the falls of the 16th Century Fort Jesus and the Magnificent Lamu. The waving palms, white-walled mosques, black-veiled women, fleet of dhows harnessing the trade-winds enchant and fascinate the Swahili coast. Manya Africa Tours are experts in Kenyan travel plans. Do you have any questions we can help to answer?
Tanzania

Why visit Tanzania?

- Enormous country
- Serengeti Great Migration
- Ngorongoro Crater
- 370 mammal species
- 21 protected Areas for wildlife
- Mount Kilimanjaro Trekking
- Masai culture
- Zanzibar dreamlike Beaches
- Historical Stonetown streets

Tanzania’s stunning range of wildlife and its many beautiful national parks and conservation areas make it the best place in Africa to go on safari. Whether you choose to do your safari from the back of a truck or want to try something more adventurous such as guided hiking or even canoeing, there is a wealth of options to satisfy. National Parks of Tanzania, such as Lake Manyara, Ngorongoro, Tarangire, and the world famous Serengeti offer visitors the opportunity to see the famous big five as well as countless other animals, birds, and insects which can be only found here.

Tanzania is also the traditional home of the Maasai people, and no visit to Tanzania would be complete without interacting with these people and paying a visit to the Cradle of Mankind at Olduvai Gorge. For the more adventurous, the opportunity to climb iconic Mount Kilimanjaro or the smaller but no less beautiful Mount Mara...
is also available. Those seeking sun, sand, and leisure can visit beautiful Zanzibar, a magnificent island retreat whose rich cultural history is every bit as fascinating as its jungles and beaches.

Zanzibar has become synonymous with beautiful white sand beaches and stunning coral reefs in crystal clear waters. The archipelago consists of two larger islands – Unguja and Pemba. Where Unguja is famous for its beaches, its resorts, and historic Stone Town; Pemba is sometimes known as ‘The Green Island’ and is known for its spice production and its pristine dive sites.

Many people come to Tanzania for their dream safari experience, but this idyllic archipelago offers an equally valuable opportunity for you to take a few days to unwind in Tanzania’s very own slice of paradise.

Zanzibar offers you the ultimate beach and leisure experience. For those who love the sun, sand and surf – Zanzibar is a perfect escape. Too many options? Just tell us what you like doing on holiday and we will make a few suggestions for you. Who can say it simpler than that?
Highlight itineraries

5 days Fly In Tree climbing Lions and Gorillas in Uganda – Price from $2.964 per person sharing

- 2 nights in luxurious accommodation in Queen Elizabeth National Park
- 2 savannah game drives, one to the Mweya area, one in Ishasha
- Find Ishasha’s tree-climbing lions
- Boat ride on the Kazinga channel
- Delicious bush breakfast
- 2 nights in luxurious accommodation in Bwindi Impenetrable Forest

6 days Chimpanzees and Gorillas – Price from $2.002 per person sharing

- Explore the foothills of the Rwenzori Mountains
- Watch the lively chimpanzees feeding and playing in the forest
- Close encounter with the mystic Mountain Gorillas in Bwindi Impenetrable Forest
- Comfortable accommodation in the rainforest

8 days Highlights of Uganda: Kibale, Queen Elizabeth and Bwindi - Price from $3.226 per person sharing

- Chimpanzee Trekking in Kibale National Park
- Drive past the jagged Rwenzori Mountains
- Savannah game drives and boat ride in Queen Elizabeth National Park
- Find Ishasha’s tree-climbing lions?
- Gorilla Tracking in Bwindi Impenetrable Forest

12 days Kenya Explorer Samburu, Olpajeta, Lake Nakuru and Masai Mara Safari – Price from $3.076 per person sharing

- River Ewaso Ng'iro-offering life to various wildlife and birds in the dry Reserve
- Visit to Local Samburu community with rich culture and Masai culture
- Chimpanzee and Black Rhino Sanctuary at Sweetwaters (Ol Pajeta Conservancy)
- The Big 5
- Bird watching-plenty of bird species in the 4 parks
- Wildebeest migration between July-October in the Masai Mara
- Views of Mt Kenya, Kenya's highest Mountain

4 days Kenya Beach, The Sands Nomad – Price from $655 per person sharing

- Return airstrip transfers
- 3 nights accommodation at the dreamlike Sands Nomad, Diani
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Beach
• Daily buffet breakfast
• Delicious Fruit platter in the room
• Daily choice of either lunch or dinner
• Special discounted rates on spa treatments of your choice

7 days Karibu Tanzania Safari – Price from $3,188 per person sharing

• Drive through bustling Maasai villages
• Find Elephants in Lake Manyara
• Acacia and bamboo trees of Tarangire National Park
• See for yourself if the Serengeti really lives
• Glimpse buffalos, bamboons, elephants and leopards in the dense of the Ngorongoro Conservation Area
• Have the chance to experience a little Tanzanian culture with an authentic Hadzabe bushmen hunting experience

10 days Gorillas in Uganda and Zanzibar Beach - Price from $2,963 per person sharing

• 2 nights in luxurious accommodation in Bwindi Impenetrable Forest
• Meet the mystic Mountain Gorillas (1 permit per person included)
• 4 nights Zanzibar beach, relax and unwind in Zanzibar.
• Wander Stonetown’s cobbled courtyards
• Sail into the sunset on a Dhow
Let’s talk about your trip!

www.manyaafricatours.com, info@manyaafricatours.com
Tel.: +256 775 55 47 91/ +256 777 195894
Plot 3, Lubobo Close, Muyenga, P.O. Box 75428 Kampala, Uganda